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Israeli security companies are mostly run by former IT specialists of the Israeli army and successfully 
implement military „best practice“ and special knowledge for civil applications of their customers -  
as does Cynet. The AXSOS AG with its many years of experience in Israel and Palestine once again 
showed the right nose and forged a promising alliance. Here the over ten-year old expertise in the  
IT market of AXSOS meets the added value fully automated processes and the human touch of  
Cynet 360.

The cybersecurity solution that sees everything

Cynet protects the entire IT infrastructure from hosts, files, users to the network. The solution manages 
to provide insight into all attack scenarios within minutes. This is possible because Cynet combines 
XDR natively and understands the relationships between all activities. Cynet unmasks the attacker with 
its deceptive technology by using lures bait hosts, users or files into the network, preventing attacks 
from spreading across the IT infrastructure take place.

AXSOS AG  
AND CYNET
THE ALLIANCE AGAINST  
CYBER-CRIME

Although attention to the topic of IT security has increased disproportionately, companies still lack the 
budget and personnel to adequately cover this extensive field of activity. Solutions often consist of a 
multitude of components that have to be integrated, administered and maintained by the internal IT in 
a complex way.

Next-generation security solutions promise to remedy this situation, as they combine the performance 
range of numerous individual solutions and can react autonomously to threats. One of the best, most 
promising solutions is the „Cynet 360“. This solution promises efficiency gains and cost reductions 
through simplified management of IT security.

„CYNET 360“ 
- NEXT-GENERATION SECURITY SOLUTION



Unified cloud-based platform instead of countless individual tools

The unique selling point of Cynet 360 is that it provides a unifi ed cloud-based platform for compre-
hensive IT infrastructure protection. The Cynet approach, by covering several areas, provides a much 
better data basis compared to single solutions and therefore delivers more accurate results. This in 
turn promotes automation.

The Israeli experts rely on machine learning for automation and forensics to minimize the eff ort requi-
red for cyber security management. After each deployment, Cynet 360 analyzes indicators across the 
entire network. These are used to calculate risks and detect previously unidentifi ed threats. Suspicious 
events that are not standard operation are identifi ed in this way. Once the system has identifi ed a thre-
at, it can react independently using predefi ned actions.

Rapid Response Force for Emergencies - Security Operation Center Team

In addition to its solution, Cynet provides a round-the-clock security operations center team. In an 
emergency, the team of experts helps companies to defend themselves against attackers or recons-
truct previous attacks with the help of IT forensic investigations. The fact that the experts at Cynet are 
on the front line every day means that a broad and deep range of expertise is bundled here that few 
companies can even begin to match.

AUTOMATION
- A DECISIVE STEP AHEAD OF THE THREAT

CYNET AT A GLANCE
·   Reaction automation through automated 

examinations, fi ndings and corrections

·   fully automated correction workfl ows: use of 
ready-made and user-defi ned corrections, 
scripts and playbooks

·   Incident Engine: Automated investigations, 
decisions and response actions

·   24x7 MDR includes continuous monitoring and 
consultation - at no additional cost

·   The Cyops team consists of threat analysts and 
security researchers who provide you with a 
complete, detailed attack report when needed.


